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TINES
Think about having the full

engineering control you've always

dreamed of - being able to find
the whispers as well as the
screams in your station's sound,
crafting an aural signature trial's
so good, so transparent,

have people calling tr
how you do it.

Vorsis Dynamics Control

dynamics control - AUG and
compression - and came up
with a design that's intelligent
AND amazingly flexible to

control and shape your station's
"sound."

Five -band AGC Or.
the VP -8) ensures

tent spectral balance. vutbrs

exclusive SSTT" Sweet Spot
Technology manages the behav-

ior of the AGC in real-time so that

The loudness wars are over.

The winner? Nobody. Why?
Because when everyone be-
came as loud as possible,

using the same limited tools, the

personality of every station got
lost. We call it "the sameness

syndrome."

We hate the sameness syst nr-r,
and believe it's a gor
the reason ears are tL: .

alternate sources. They are lust

plain tired. Fatigued.

Imagine, then, scanning a radio
dial and finding an aural oasis
- sound that's breathtaking in
its natural quality, but loud and
still retaining a sense of dynamic
range. Impossible? If you think
so, you haven't heard Vorsis.

Vorsis is the first line of air -chain

processors designed for today's
21st century radio listener. It's

a complete ground -up rethink-
ing of the tired and traditional
approach that is inescapable
with those well-known proces-
sors. Here we talk about a few
of the innovations that makr,
the flagship AP -2000 Spec
Dynamics Processor the incru..
ible tool that it is Many of these
advances are shared among the
entire range of Vnrsic soh Ilion

Intuitive Interface
and Operation

meet it
riot sometm

that's easy to use or if the full

1.

palette of controls are not acces-
sible. The Vorsis GUI is designed

for intuitive operation, from the
front panel or remotely on your
PC No control is more than
two clicks of the mouse away.
The screens offer a logical lay-
out with a virtual control surface
above and monitoring graphs
and meters below. You can see
and hear the results instantly.

Nothing is easier.

it always operates in its "sweet
spot." The multi -band compres-
sor, operating in concert with
the AGC, provides unprecedent-
ed dynamics control. All operate
in sum and difference - the high-
est signal controls the amount of
processing. This is a completely
new way to manage multiband
dynamics to maximize the
consistency of your station's
on -air presentation - no matter

what the rerorrtne level n, era of

the ml.

Powerful Bass, Incredibly
Clean Voice

Gam ,agcri lcr

System extracts and reveals

the nuances in the program
that ar d in as

other radio processor. It puts
deep pristine bass on the air
without the distortions of com-
mon bass clipper technologies.
VoiceMaster is a special Vorsis
clipper management tool

that has its own automatic
processing chain dedicated
to detecting and specially pro-
essing live speech signals,
Jig you the loudest and

t on -air voices ever.

Superior Stereo
Enhancement

rethinking Vorsis, it became
war that stereo enhance-

-rent HAS to be integral to

the processing. It is, after all, a
manipulation of the amplitude
of the UR difference signal

that creates the perception of a
wider sound field. With Vorsis,
you'll get smear -free enhance-
ment of the stereo image
tat can be as wide as you
desire. But that's only the
beginning - you can also

control the stereo image width
on a frequency -conscious basis

and use L+R to L -R signal

ganging to prevent the image
from wandering uncontrolled. tt's
already field -proven to manage
wide discrepancies between the
recording techniques of various
eras )oldies to the over -mas-
tered music of today) and even
'educe multipath interference.

Surgical Limiting and
Clipping
io some ',lie law of 31 bands
is scary. Not to us It's simply
amazing what can be done
with it. Limiting and clipping's
primary purpose is peak control
to increase loudness; the less
audible in its action, the better
31 bands allow surgical limitintr
- its dynamic operation is near
laudible to the ear so the resu 
ing sound is louder AND cleaner

It also provides unprecedented
opporunity to further fine -tuns
the sound. FM and HD/7P.-
have entirely different tin
sion characteristics -
processors have

separate limiting anc
contro' sections for analog and

Welcome to the
21st Century

'0, ,..,:ucesso.

designed for the needs of
modem radio station and its

listeners. Visit the web to learn
more and read our application
notes and white papers Call us
to set up a demo today.

It'll make a HUGE difference in
your station's sound AND your
bottom line.

- The Vorsisli
Lineup
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Processor for FM
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5 -band dynamics controller
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Radio has evolved. Your sound should too. T M phone 1.252.638-70001 imArw.vorsis.corn I saies@wheatstone.com



, iractosystems.com
>browse our full line of broadcast products  superb quality
 ultra dependability  exceptional value

wvnv.radiosystems.com/consolenetwork.htrd

Network technology brings
state-of-the-art IP audio
connectivity to Millenium
consoles. Millenium boards
offer a hybrid of stand-alone
operation.

wvnv.radiosystems.com/dIstributIon.html

Radio Systems' DA-4x4b is
the best DA ever made with
super low distortion and noise
Rear panel Phoenix style or
RJ-45 connectors are available.
www.radlosystents.comfill-a000.html

Our DI -2000 is a dual or
conferencing digital telephone
hybrid with excellent trans -
hybrid cancellation and
enhanced remote control.

11114=se,

www.radiosystems.com/consoledigital.html

Going digital is a process.
The best value in digital
consoles today is Millenium
digital with 10 fully
configurable output buses.

redo-

.1151111

www.radlosystsous.com/timing.html

Radio Systems' CT -2002
models offer stand-alone
clocks and timers and can be
incorporated in a synchronized,
serially controlled master/slave
clock system.

www.radiosystems.comkonsoleanalog.html

Analog is good. These boards
are inexpensive, sound great
and have enough features
for any small and medium
market applications.

www.studiohub.com StudioHub+s
is the glue of our entire line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5
wiring system to simply and
quickly plugand play any audio
device in your station.

601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

StudioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.
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How do you tit an entire remote

truck in a single box?

GET A LIVE
VIDEO DEMO
RIGHT NOW

www.tieline.com/videos

OR CALL:

800-950-0750

':.

Just cnoose iieiine...
The Tieline G3 IP Codec includes:

 A wireless -capable 6 -input digital mixer
with a cross point digital matrix router

Bi-directional audio & simultaneous
communications circuits with 4
headphone controls/outputs

 BGAN Satellite capable at 32kbps and
higher over IP as well as ISDN and
POTS

IP and POTS Codecs with wireless
3G/3.EGIP, ISDN, X.21, GSM and
Satellite Codec capability

 On -board relay and RS -232 with full
studio remote control

TielindrA-1
www.tieline.com
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

Appropriate Use of EAS?
Lubbock, TX, uses EAS to warn of a telephone bank scam.

Nautel's Quincy Office Now Open
The office is staffed by Mark Morrison, Nelson Bohorquez and Jim Krueger in

customer support positions, and Steve Schmitt in o sales engineering role.

CEA: Consumers Want Green Electronics
The study reports that price and features continue to be the primary purchase
drivers for CE products, but green attributes will increasingly be a factor.

House Report Investigates FCC Problems Under Martin
A bipartisan investigation was begun because of allegations that Martin abused FCC procedures b.
manipulating or suppressing reports, data and information.

Vin Scully to be Inducted Into NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame
Scully has been with the Dodgers since 1950 when the team was based in Brooklyn.
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Rick Greenhut will work with stations to upgrade to digital HD Radio technology as director of U.S. broadcast sales.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil m c

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.
ti

4 NW This month,
enter to wil a

Heil Sound PR -40.

Enter by February 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.
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of four facilities.
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You already know about the Currents Weekly
Podcast, now get insight into each month's issues
with expanded interviews and inside information.
Download the January podcast today.

Forums and Blogs
Be a part of the Radio magazine community. Ask questions,
get answers and find assistance in the Radio Forums. Stay up
on what's happening in radio in Talkback, the Radio maga-
zine blog.

Currents E-mail Every Week
The radio headlines are posted every day, but have them
delivered to your inbox once a week.

New Products Extra! Every Other Week
New technology is unveiled every day. We bring it to you in
every issue and also in the twice -monthly newsletter.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Ram
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AEQ
Professional Broadcast

PHOENIXiiMEIBILE
Multi -Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Solutions
or Remote Broadcasts

stoosovo

General features:

 Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for doing remotes

 Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box

 Accommodates two optional comms
I/O modules

 PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

Unique design features:

 User configurable digital mixer (cross -point

and summing)

 Analog mic and line inputs

 Dynamically processed analog inputs (DLFs)

 Mic phantom power

MCI

a......,7,r,
WI al si

MP al 0

 de Iti 4.1
ea Web alb alli an

VP 4116 alp ga -

Additional features:

 Independent MEin Program and
Coordination / Talk -Back channels

 Advanced user interface & crystal clear

color display

 Optional high -power Li -Ion battery

 Built with ABS material and includes a
t-ansparent protective cover

 Complete mobiity: Use with shoulder strap
or place on a table top

 Compatible with most manufacturer's
codecs both in P (N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)

and ISDN

 Superior performance at a very
competitive price

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment

Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers
Wifeless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcast

Applications Include Talk Shows, MultipleAng And Multi-Conferencing

Professional Pocket -Sized Audio Recorders

 Automation Software For ON -AIR, Droduction, And News
Multiplexers, A/D Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536
Tel: 1-954-581-7999

web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com
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Looking for change
at the FCC

If you don't do your job well or even worse you break the rules to get
your way, chances are you won't keep that job very long. You prob-
ably don't know many people like that. For the most part, people try

to do the right thing and do it well. However, there are those who expend
a great effort to dupe and scheme to keep their jobs rather than just do a
good job in the first place.

When you observe someone taking advantage of a job situation, it's
usually a matter of time before that person gets his due. It's inconceivable
to think that someone could get away with poor management practices,

suppressing information important to a task,
and a general disregard for proper business
practices. But someone did, and he kept his
job. How is this possible?

I'm talking about FCC Chairman Kevin Martin,
if you haven't already guessed. A majority staff
report prepared for the House's Committee on En-
ergy and Commerce titled Deception and Distrust:
The Federal Communications Commission Under
Chairman KevinJ. Martin was prepared to address
the agency leader's poor performance. The report
charges that Martin manipulated, withheld or sup-
pressed data, reports or information in multiple
instances; Commission matters were not handled
in an open and transparent way; the Commission
failed in some of its responsibilities (only some?);
Martin's methods have created distrust among all
the commissioners; and Commission staff has not
been effectively managed.

These are not small shortcomings. It's not like
he was always 15 minutes late for work. These
are charges of misconduct. Imagine if you did
the same in your job. If you were charged with
similar errors you would be packing your offir,
long before any report could be filed.

I had heard about the investigation sevelu,
months ago, and was told it would likely lead
to Congressional hearings. Instead, we see a
100 -page report. Carrying even less weight, the
report was not released by the House Energy and
Commerce Committee itself, the committee that
oversees the FCC.

What's your opinion? Send it to

radio@RadioMagOntinecom

And now that Martin effectively has a few days
left until a new commissioner is appointed, he's
just going to leave without having to answer for
the abuses of his office.

So Martin got away with it. But perhaps the
effort is not a total loss. The incoming FCC chair-
man (still uncertain when this issue was sent to
the printer) will have some clear examples of how
things should not be done.

What else can we expect to come of this? I

think we can be more assured that facts will see
the light of day instead of being suppressed when
FCC rulings are issued (even if the technical facts
are still ignored by non -technical commissioners).
Perhaps the backlog of actions and applications
that have been sitting at the Commission will finally
see some activity.

We're due for a chairman who can lead the FCC
and make real progress. I expected great things
from Michael Powell, who was just OK in the end.
I didn't know what to expect from Kevin Martin
when he took over, but we have our answer now.
Who's the next chairman? Julius Genachowski, Don

Gips, Larry Strickling and Blair Levin are some of
the names I have heard.

The new chairman will step in just in time for
the analog TV shutoff. That alone might cause
some headaches, but I expect it will be back to

1-, s r-ess shortly thereafter.
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The Metropolitan Opera
sets the standard for great sound.

And it's chosen ACCESS to let the world listen in.

"Opera is one of the most challenging
musical genres to do complete justice
to in a broadcast, but ACCESS makes
it easy."

-Matthew Galek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropoiltan Opera

Put Comrex On The Line.
4110111kaillmiry
mhmourtimcak

Photo: Jonathan Tichler'Metropolitan Opera

The Met's Matthew Galek is a Real -World Super Hero
Not content to rest on its laurels, the most renowned and respected opera company in the
world is determined to connect with the widest possible audience-in the highest audio
fidelity. With engineer Matthew Galek at the transmission helm, the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts its Saturday matinee to an ever growing number of affiliates using ACCESS

(and the optional AAC suite) in multistreaming mode. With
ACCESS, the Met's broadcasts offer all the sonic richness
it's famous for-over the most challenging IP networks.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cabe, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, POTS
(yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector
and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the challenges
of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS w II perform in real time
over most available IP connections.

AAC-SOFTWARE

Contact Comrex today and find out how
ACCESS can help you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you are!

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fox: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
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Transmission lines By John Batson,
PE., technical editor, RF

Atransmission line is a far more complex piece of equipment than many
people realize. In its simplest form it may be considered as just a
pair of wires merely carrying ac power. Usually in these cases the

important characteristics are resistance, load -carrying capacity and insulation.
With, quite possibly, FR losses being among the most important. But as increase
the frequency to RF voltages, some new characteristics appear which have
far-reaching influences. As the wavelength of the ac signal increases so do the
effects of impedance and other transmission line characteristics.

A frequently overlooked fact is that transmission lines can perform impedance
transformations in the same way as tee and pi
networks, although they take up more space and
are not always as easy to calculate. The length of a
transmission line where an appreciable current flows
through an appreciable portion of a wavelength is
involved can result in either low or high output volt-
ages appearing at the end of the line. Obviously,
the higher the frequency the greater the possibility
of transmission line influence upon the signal.

Lumped or distributed
In the case of a typical network using lumped

constants, the space occupied is usually small and
it is possible to calculate quite precisely the actual
effect on the signal. However, the transmission

Figure 1. The electrical equivalent of a balanced transmission
line. A unit is contained in the dotted section.

line, which usually consists of distributed constants,
may be more difficult to tune precisely because
of the need to adjust the transmission line length
to produce the desired characteristics. One way
of looking at this is to compare the characteristics
of component networks with those of transmission
line using distributed networks.

A component network is composed of individual
inductances and capacitances whose values are
known precisely, i.e. "lumped" values. The same
characteristics that apply it to a transmission line
are line characteristics that are often somewhat

variable depending on the physical configuration
of the transmission line.

A transmission line that consists of a pair of
parallel wires can be considered as a form of
going -and -coming circuit. It follows from this that
we can think of them as a one -turn coil. We can
also think of them as being long thin plates as in
a capacitor, because the two wires have different
potentials. There is often leakage between the wires
because of imperfect insulation. There also may
be resistance losses due to thin conductors.

There are various ways to calculate the impedance
of paired lines, but most radio engineers are con-
cerned with coaxial cables, which are far simpler to
use and are not subject to spacing changes between
the conductors as the transmission line moves.

Open wire transmission lines consist of two or
more conductors between
antenna. Early types of coaxial transmission line
used a single center conductor surrounded by a
number of equally spaced outer conductors. De-
signed to provide more -or -less uniform impedance
and carry high power, several variations were
developed. I was involved with the construction
of a 1MW medium -wave transmitter in Lebanon
where the high -power transmission line consisted of
a 2" rigid copper center conductor surrounded by
10 or 12 equally spaced smaller rigid conductors.
The line had an impedance of around 280 ohms
and a fairly substantial current developed.

Balanced and unbalanced lines
Mosr of the antennas used for medium frequency

broadcast transmission utilize unbalanced trans-
mission lines. Figure 1 shows the conventional
theoreical presentation of a balanced transmission
line and as its name implies both sides are similar.
Current transmission line theory considers a line
to consist of an infinite number of combinations of
inductance, capacitance and resistance.

Figure 2 shows the conventional illustration of
an unbalanced transmission line, and as might be
expected one side is grounded, and offers very
different characteristics from the "hot" side.

A logical development of the unbalanced line with
its grounded side is a form of shielded line in which
a center conductor credited with specific non -lumped

constants is contained within a solid metallic tube. It is

essential that the spacing between the inner and outer

1 0 January 2009



conductor remains constant. If this is not maintained,

the random changes in spacing will produce imped-
ance discontinuities that can result in reflections and
sometimes hotspots. Bulges in the outer conductor,
or other mechanical imperfections such as bullets
at points in the center conducto- where rigid lines
sections are joined can also result in discontinuities,
which can lead to line failure.

Coaxial transmission lines
Provided that heat and cold expansion and con-

traction of lines is properly compensated, coaxic
transmission lines tend to be more weatherproci
than other unbalanced lines. The development of
coaxial lines seems to have them spurred by the
development of FM and television transmitters with
their higher power and higher frequencies.

Dry air or an inert gas is normally used in rigid
coaxial cable installations, while the dielectric in
flexible cables is usually made of a solid-state di-
electric either completely filling the space between
the inner and outer conductor:, or in the form of
a spiral dielectric or insulating spacers designed
to maintain constant spacing between the inner
and outer conductors. The dielectric medium has
an effect on the propagation ciaracteristic of the

RF ENGINEERING

Figure 2. An unbalanced transmission line basically consists
of a hot conductor containing resistance and inductance with
distributed capacity between it and the ground side.

coaxial cable. Fortunately, the various coaxial
cable manufacturers provide comprehensive tech-
nical data and coaxial cables se ection today is
relatively easy. Flexible coaxial cable is usually
available in convenient cable lengths.

Rigid copper transmission lines are generally
not used for AM radio transmitters. The advent
of flexible coaxial cable in larger sizes and
greater ease of handling has made it very
popular, and it is somewhat easier to handle
than rigid copper line.

E-mail Battison at batcom@ohianet

Bringing Radio To The World...

AM -850 & ICY 100.3 FM

Nome, Alaska
www.kicy.org

In Bush Alaska, 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle
& 500 miles from the nearest road,
reliability is critical. Kintronic Labs

provides the highest level of reliability.

- Dennis Weidler, GM

After a fire destroyed our tuning house
at the KICY transmitter site, Kintronic Labs was

there to get us back on the air.
The craftsmanship of the new phasor &

ATU's is outstanding. Their support during constrt.ction
was the best I have ever had from a company

& it still continues today.

- Terry Reynolds, CPBE

PowerAIM120
AM, I -IF, FM

ANTENNA ANALYZER

EVERY FIELD
ENGINEER'S

DREAM
CONTACT US TOT

DETAILS

LABS
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FCC adopts new
methodology for AM proofs By Harry Martin

At long last, the FCC is permitting directional AM stations and permit -
tees to submit proofs of performance using moment modeling in lieu
of proofs based on extensive field measurements.

In 2007 the Commission proposed to allow some, but not necessarily all, AM
licensees to use moment method computer modeling for their directional AM
proofs. Use of such modeling would relieve many AM stations of the exceedingly
time-consuming and expensive burden of taking and tabulating field measure-
ments. In late September the Commission adopted this proposal but said it would
not become effective until the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) had

reviewed and approved the revised rules.
The FCC advises that the OMB process is now

complete and the new proof methodology is
currently effective las of Dec. 11, "except for the
amendments to §§73.61, 73.68, 73.151, and

Dateline
Feb. 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Kansas, Nebraska
and Oklahoma.

Feb. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in the
following states with more than 10 full-time employees
to electronically file their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term
Reports (Form 397) with the FCC: Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma.

Feb. 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in
the following states to place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York and
Oklahoma.

73.155," which will not be fully effective until
new forms are also approved by OMB. Since
the listed sections are the only ones that were
changed last September, the question is: What
can an AM station do now?

The FCC's staff advises that on an interim basis
on AM licensee can prepare its 302 -AM using

moment modeling as outlined in the new rules and
file it now, asking for program test authority in the
process. There is no need to ask for a waiver. It is
likely (but not guaranteed) the staff will favorably
and promptly act on the PTA request, which would
enable the station -applicant to commence full op-
eration of its modified facilities. While the license
application would remain in limbo until OMB
approves the forms (thus clearing the way for the
Commission to act on the application), the station
would be free to operate in the meantime.

Stricter standards for
community changes sought

Commissioners Copps and Adelstein issued
joint dissents in two recent decisions involving
FM channel moves. In their dissents, they were
harshly critical of the manner in which the ma-
jority applied the "Tuck" analysis, that has been
utilized for decades in the evaluation of proposed
city -of -license changes. Both cases involved
proposals to allow stations to move into larger,
more urban markets.

The Tuck analysis was intended to serve as a
brake on such migratory patterns, but the FCC has
watered down enforcement by rubber stamping
applicants' claims that they do not really intend to
serve the metro areas where their new proposed
cities of license are located. The preference for
stricter enforcement by the two Democrat commis-
sioners is part and parcel of the ongoing localism
debate. In their view, a rigorous application of the
Tuck standard could and should serve as a check
against homogenization of radio programming by
ensuring that stations focus on the communities to
which they are licensed.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher Heald
8 Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS il:[1111 BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

ANALOG@ON f -*Go.

Evil

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY

WAIT FOR WNT REBUILD
SAFE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertises, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity de ay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay builcup and

RAMP 10
ZERO

6 otU
e

reduc-ion: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amou it and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds cf delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synch-onizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to mai-itain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever you- format, you can't expect
to pro-.ect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide it a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a tracemark of Eventide Inc iiii'2C1D5 Eventide Ir c



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Understanding
how thieves
operate can help
save your site
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By Rolin Lintag, CSTE

padlocks and gates no
longer deter a thief. Either
thieves are getting bolder

,maybe desperate) or we have
not yet done our job, or both.

u can't help but think there must
be something else we can do to secure

our remote sites. Although there have
been numerous articles written on

this subject over the years, a
systematic approach can offer
a different perspective.

To understand the anatomy
of a theft we can use an
event -driven process chain.
The objective of using an
EPC for this discussion is

to determine the step-by-step
process of how a theft occurs so

we can analyze where prevention
or intervention can be applied. Hope-

fully the perpetrator can be stopped prior to
any physical damage being done on the prop-

erty. The cost of 'ost airtime, replacement and repair is
primarily what we are trying to avoid. Catching a thief and

bringing him to justice is just a secondory concern.
As the EPC is discussed, strategies to stop the progress of each stage

are suggested. Some courses of action are recommended but it is easier to see
now that you can adc your own to the list. The major objective in this analysis is
to deter the process as early as possible.

January 2009 15



Locked UP
The survey

The perpetrator starts by surveying the property he
hopes to hit. This stage may take from a simple drive by
or multiple visits. Chances are he'll hit the same day he
visits. One thing is for sure, he is looking for information
that will help him decide to break-in or not. Unless he is
a professional and knows you are keeping gold bullions
in your remote site, he'll definitely look for an easier target
if your facility looks like Fort Knox. However, if your site
is like a candy store where all those goodies are in plain
view, even kids will dare to break in.

Your main strategy at this stage is to give the impression
that your facility is Fort Knox. Warning signs, surveillance
cameras and public address (PA) systems will give loiter-
ing persons the awareness that they are being observed
and will be considered as unwelcome guests in such a
remote facility. Only the kamikaze -at -heart or the dumber -
than -dumb will proceed beyond this point.

Let us say he decides to break in. His first job is to make
an entry, preferably with his vehicle inside the property.
His motto is "Get in, take with and get out!" Anything that
can delay or stop him in the process can be a reason
for him to give up the ploy.

can cover copper straps on the ground with cement. Another

possible action is to glue all copper straps with F26 to the
cement floor. After curing, F26 bonds the copper strap so
strongly on the floor that it will take a long time even with a
pry bar to jolt out the copper. For someone in haste, this can

be quite a feat to overcome.

The take-out
You don't want the perp to get to this stage. This is

where actual damage to your transmission system can be
done and possibly cause off -air time if some live electri-
cal wires are pulled out. Depending on how much time
the perp has wasted on the preceding stages, police
officers should have arrived at this time. Early detection
and a prompt 911 call can make a big difference in
preventing damage to your facility.

The thief at this point may use tools to un-screw equipment

from a rack or dismantle some copper from the ground.
The use of Torx screws or other means that require special

tools from dismounting equipment from a rack should be
used. Keys to other rooms should be hidden. Tools should
be in a tool box that will be difficult to lift (if bonded to
the wall or floor) or un-lock.

A cover around a padlock makes it harder for a
thief to cut it.

Communication with would-be thieves
could stop them in their tracks.

One strategy is to render useless the tools that he brought
with him for the job. Design the locking of the gate in such
a way that a hammer, a bolt -cutter or a torch can not help
him break in. Another concern is early detection and photo
identification while the attempt is at its early stage. This is
the best time for police officers to arrive at the scene.

Prospecting
The perp goes around the facility looking for valuable

loot he can turn into merchandise. Copper can be a
primary target due to its high resale value lately. This is
information that the perp already knows so all he needs
to do is look for the shiny yellow metal.

One strategy to foil this stage is to hide copper and/or make
its re -sale value very low by putting tar on it. Tar may work
for copper used as ground wire, on guy wires or any other
places not on the ground where you can tread on them. You

Surveillance cameras at strategic places can help ID the
thief for use later on in the prosecution. A motion activated
alarm can still stop a thief at this point. It is better to have a
PA system for the Master Control operator to talk him out of

the job. The psychological pressure of being in haste, plus
the knowledge of being observed, and talked to at the same
time can still stop a thief from doing damage to the facility.
The thief may have nerves of steel but the annoyance of the

ear-pierc ng alarm may cause him to hurt himself in pulling
out the loot or just abandon the job in disgust.

The haul
This is where the thief hauls his loot onto his escape

vehicle. He would want to do this as fast as he can so
this stage may last only a few minutes.

One strategy you can use is to delay the hauling of
loot to give police officers more time to get to the site. If
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Deter thieves by
letting them know

they're being
watched.

ALL ACTIVITIES ARE
RECORDED ON VIDEO TAPE

TO AID IN THE PROSECUTION
OF ANY CRIME COMMITTED
AGAINST THIS FACILITY.

police officers catch them in the act of hauling copper,
the thieves are easier to prosecute. If you have road
blocks or other means to prevent their escape vehicles
from getting close to where the loot Is, it makes it harder
to do the hauling.

Once the thief or thieves get onto the vehicle with
the loot, it becomes harder to apprehend them since
it may require a dangerous chase if police officers
arrive at this point. You don't want anyone to get hurt
particularly if the chase gets into the highway, possibly
involving other motorists or pedestrians. All that trouble
for some piece of scrap metal? It is better to get them
at the next stage.

Marketing is where a thief turns into a
businessman under whatever guise will
get him through the deal. He may sell
w thin the state where lie stole the loot or
he is already working with a junk shop
under a previous arrargement. This is a
stage in the process where partnership
with local authorities is the only way to
deal with the crime.

Working with local authorities, including

lawmakers makes it harder for scrap metal

shops to participate in tiansactions involv-
ing copper that may be stolen. You need
to make previous arrangements with scrap

metal shops with regards to their buying of copper metal
that look like transmission line parts. These shops should
be required to take photo IDs of sellers, inform the police
and pay only with checks as preventive measures.

No one wants to be a victim of a theft f rat may cause the
station thousands of dollars in replacementcosts. This analysis

should provide action steps that will suit your organization's
loss prevention objectives and thereby secure your site. #

Lintag is an RF engineer for Inctoty 7V Network, Little Rock, AR.

The event -driven process chain can be
seen online at RadioMagOnline.com
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

11111
1111 II

The new AM control room in use

Sandusky Radio updates from
20-year-old to state-of-the-art

18 January 2009

By Jim Hibbard

As a system integrator, the designs
I see for new and remodeled
radio stations are as varied as

the towns in which they exist. Most
have the typical situation: A station
is bought or sold, consolidation in a
market, the need for more studios, or
as was the case at Sandusky Radio,
just time to get rid of 20 -year -old
equipment and decor.
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huffle

The KUPD air studio.

i he stations had outgrown their outdated Tempe, AZ,
facilities and wanted state-of-the-art studios for their
AM talk station, AM 1060 The Fan, and their FM rock
station, KUPD.

The chief engineer, Clayton Creekmore, already had
a good idea of most of the equipment he wanted to
use when he called me. By the time I arrived for a site
survey at the facility near Phoenix, Creekmore, with help
from Doug Tharp at SCMS, had compiled a preliminary
equipment list. At that time, we discussed their needs in
detail and finalized the list.

Creekmore and contract engineer Steve Blodgett had
already built a studio (a future FM production room) that
was being used as the FM air studio so that the former
studio could be remodeled. This included gobbling up
an old production room and moving two walls to make
the existing TOC larger and the new FM studio spacious
enough to accommodate a large morning show and
musical guests that frequent the area.

Because we were remodeling most of the rooms, this
project needed to be completed in three phases, so that
no staff was displaced during construction. Philadelphia -
based Studio Technology was hired to build custom
furniture, and all the logistics were worked out to get
everything to the building in Tempe, but to install in two
c,eparate time frames.

The starting point
The first step was to turn a small equipment closet into

a temporary production room. We borrowed a small
Mackie mixer from the promotion department, added

a couple mic pre -amplifiers, an RE -20 mic on a bolt -on
mic stand, an old Neumann dynamic on a boom mic
stand and an Internet computer loaded with Cool Edit
Pro. The new Tannoy R6 monitors were stacked on used
cinder blocks we found in the side yard of the building
(very college dorm). With the old RCS unit removed
from the former production room, the little studio was
open for business.

Then it was on to the rack room. After bolting the racks
and ladder rack together, we loaded the Wheatstone
E -Sat rack cages, installed the pre -made DB-25 cables
and punched the tails to Krone blocks located on the
back wall. Pacific Mobile Recorders prepared the cables
prior to installation. The Telos Zephyrs, Comrex Access,
Comrex POTS codecs, plus the satellite receivers were
moved from the control rooms to a central location in
the TOC. This equipment was now available to be
shared studio -to -studio.

Setting up the infrastructure
All the audio trunk lines between the studios and TOC

were pulled using stranded, shielded CAT -5e. This cable
allowed us to run both analog and digital audio, without
the need for 11 Oohm cable. We ran 12 pairs of CAT -3
for the telephones, (12) CAT -5e for network, and then
(10) stranded, shielded CAT -5e, (40 pairs) to each room.
There were also tielines between the AM talk studio and
AM control room and talk studio and AM production that
could be used as a backup control room. Even though
there was a router, we still ran tielines. All the stranded
CAT -5e was terminated to Krone blocks.
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS
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The rack room has a place for everything, and everything is in its place.

The RCS computers for all studios were to be installed
in the TOC to eliminate the fan noise in the control
rooms. We put 30' tails on the new Whirlwind XLR
panels, installed the rack panels in the rear of a TOC
rack, and brought the tails out to the Krone blocks on
the back wall. This was used to manage the XLR pigtails
from the RCS computers. We then cross -connected the
audio for the RCS to the local control rooms via the
tielines. Gefen EXP-5500 extenders were used for the
monitors and keyboards.

Studio time
After all this preliminary work, the AAA production studio

was the first permanent studio to be completed. It would
act as a temporary AM control room while that room was
being built. The Studio Technology crew arrived onsite to
install the furniture for that room. Upon their arrival, we
laid out the console (Wheatstone E6), mic stands and

A neat rack is an easy -to -access rack.

22 January 2009

headphone jacks. We decided not to use equipment turrets
on top of the countertops, as Creekmore was looking for
a sleek, clean look to the studios, so all of the equipment
had to be installed in racks underneath.

While Studio Technology was working in the AM pro-
duction room, Creekmore and I set up two E6 surfaces
on card tables in the TOC, linked them with the E -Sat
cages and got the network up and talking.

Once we knew everything was working together, the
daunting task of naming all the sources and destinations
(ins and outs) on the E6 system began. I started with a
generic input list and made each studio the same as much
as possiole. (i.e. mics1-4, CD 1, CD 2, RCS, phone,
etc.) Same for the outputs. Program A output was always
on the first output card in the cage, then control room,
headphone, and so on.

Once all the source gear in the studios was wired, it
was time to start configuring the E6 control surfaces.



I had spent a lot of time with the air staff learning just
what they do and how they do it. I knew it was going
to be a big change when they got in the studio with
a surface instead of a standard console. Since the E6
control surface is essentially a router, every source and
destination was available in every control room, but
this was way too overwhelming, plus it opened up pos-
sibilities for potential problems in dialing up the wrong
source or destination. We limited the source visibility
on each surface to only those sources needed by the
respective stations.

Once the AM production room wcs finished and tested,
it was time to train the AM staff to get them comfortable
in their new home. Even though this was a temporary
studio for them, the equipment in their new future studio
would be the same.

Because the next rooms to be demolished were the
existing AM control room and AAA talk studio, the AM
staff was left without a talk studio. Programming sched-
uled remote broadcasts for all local talk shows so they
wouldn't need a studio during construction of this area.
One of the hosts originated shows from various locations
including his home (via Comrex) and even the sales staff
kitchen on the second floor of the building.

At this point, I left while the construction crew completed
the two rooms. The crew from Studio Technology and I
returned to begin the second round of furniture and studio
installation, which was much like the AM production room.

Equipment list
Alesis RA 507
Behringer HA8000
Comrex Access, Matrix, Stac-12
Electro-Voice RE -20
Focusrite Voice Master Pro
Fostex CD master recorder
Gepco wire and cable
Harris World Feed Panel
Marantz flash recorder
Middle Atlantic MRK-4031
Neutrik connectors
Pacific Mobile Recorders PMR-100 speaker

hanger kit
RCS Master Control
SCMS equipment dealer
Studio Technology furniture
Tannoy R6
Tascam CD player
Telos Zephyr Xstream
Unicorn stranded shielded CAT -5e
Wheatstone E -net 8, Evolution 6, Evolution

satellite cages
Yellowtec Mika

SCA§INC.

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO,

www.scmsinc.com

Contact SCMS
1-800-438-6040
HQ in Pineville, NC

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650
Central: 1-731-695-1714
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036
North-East: 1-315-623-7655
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295
South-West: 1-210-775-2725
North Central: 1-513-376-8600
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205
Latin America: 1-760-650-1427

BRADLEY

JANUARY 2009

GOOGLE

VoktPATII c94

CA) slc

SCMS, Inc. has contracted to buy the assets of Bradley Broadcast. Art Reed
and Bob Eburg will continue to staff the Frederick, MD sales office. This
addition will increase the SCMS presence in government contracts,
commercial sound, and the pro audio industries.

SCMS purchased the assets of the Harris Broadcast Center in July of 2007.
The Bradley acquisition continues the SCMS philosophy of providing very
competitive pricing with the best service mailable in the industry.

Additionally, in 2008 SCMS contracted with Google to be a U.S. reseller
for their automation systems and Bird Electronics to be their U.S. stocking
distributor for broadcast.

SCMS currently has ten field sales offices in addition to the NC corporate
sales office and warehouse facility.

For more information on SCMS, Inc., visit www.scmsinc.com or
contact Bob Cauthen:

Fhone: 704-889-45M
Fax: 704-889-4543
E-mail: bobcaocmsirc.com
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The production studio is a scaled -down version of the other studios.

It should be noted here that when Studio
Technology installs its custom furniture, I

make sure I'm there with them. Together
we plan the placement of the consoles,
mic stands, headphone jacks, etc. as
well as the Krone block placement inside
the cabinets, and they do the cutting and
drilling of their cabinets so everything is
finished perfectly.

And finally, Phase 3
The KUPD-FM control room was much

the same as the AM control room, but
everything was on a larger scale, includ-
ing the control surface mainframe 120
input), several microphones, and the
room itself. The KUPD morning show is
a live call -in show, along with music,
while the rest of the day is a typical FM
rock format with calls taken offline. We
were able to configure the Wheatstone
E6 to accommodate both types of shows
by programming events: a snapshot of
the console, one for the morning show
and a second one for the rest of the day.
This included program buses, mix minus
assignments, and aux sends used for their
remote broadcasts. In addition, we built

Studio Design & Integration
For Over 35 Years

800.779.7575 RAM Broadcast Systems vvww.ramsyscom.corn
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salvos (router presets) for the different remote gear the
AM and FM studios shared.

Once the FM staff was moved intc their new showcase
studio, the previously remodeled FM production room that
had housed the FM air staff during construction was converted

back to a production room, which -equired resetting the
source visibilities on the Wheatstone D75 six -channel router
section, along with a few cross-conrect changes.

The KUPD morning show in the new studio.

Construction and scheduling being what it is, during
installation of all these studios, an electrical crew was
installing all new electrical in the remodeled and new
rooms, as well as a new master UPS and new generator.
Of course, we were tripping over one another but both
crews managed to get their jobs done.

After the studios were completed, we measured the
finished walls for Sound Soak, whic-i added the final

touches to the acoustics of each studio.
A project this large requires many

heads and hands, including Kelly Parker
(Wheatstone), Darrin Paley (Wheat-
stone), David Clark (TC Perfect), and
contract engineer Steve Blodgett who
was there for the entire three-month
project. Also, VNC joftware which is
proving invaluable as a tool in provid-
ing continuing customer support to
Sandusky Radio.

Hibbard is president of Pacific Mobile Record-
ers, a studio design and systems integrator,
Sacramento, CA.

Photos of the construction
in procress are posted at
www.FadioMagOnline.com

OMMITAX
BROADCAST FURNITURE

What if you could ge: more than you expect
and still get the lowest possible price?

What if you could easily enhance
your radio station's s:ature and image?

What if you could fin 3lly make your
"furniture headache" go away?

'44 #
By choosing Omnirax as your preferred
furniture provider, you can!

Call for free CD Presentation!

P. O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Clear Chaim 4, NYC 20P8

Mt Engineer's Choic,-!
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Give me a break

ometimes a difficult task has an easy solution. Recently
46.7a colleague spent hours working on what he thought
was a software issue, only to find that the data cable was
faulty. In this installation, the cable was quite long and had
been pulled through the ceiling for about 70' through a few
twists and turns. It was late and we were tired. And since it
was only serial data, we opted to find the break, make a
good splice and be done with it. The question was how

find the break.
A simple way to find a cable

break is to use the regular
telephone tone generator and
the inductive amplifier (sniffer).
By sliding the sniffer along the
cable, the tones should be loud-
est where the break is. There are
some drawbacks to this method:
Sometimes the cable in question
is in a conduit. Or it is one of
thousands in a cable tray. Still

other times an adjacent cable
will have some signal that over-
powers the tone generator.

Some time ago, a fellow engi-
neer at ABC Radio and I were trying to locate an
intercom cable and were running into the same
problem. We got around this problem by plugging
the tone generator into a Crown D-75 amplifier,
and connecting the bad cable to the speaker

terminals. We tried this
trick again with a Radio
Shack speaker amplifier
that was on hand and
sure enough we were
able to find the break in
this data cable. Fifteen
minutes later (with the
addition of two DB-9
connectors) every-

thing was working.

Look higher
Yet another cable

search and repair tech-
nique is to replace the audio tone

generator with an RF signal generator. Then a
portable AM radio (FM will not work very well
for this use) allows you to find the break. This
method works especially well for long data and
logic circuits, such as alarm wiring or the com-
mand wiring at an AM transmitter site (as long
as the transmitter is off).

Sencore Z -meter

CAMPRSIINI101100010.

(-----F-ci.c.r.iFec-c
[CC=

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

By John Landry, CSRE

High tech cable testers art: f,adily available.
Many use time domain reflectometry and can
measure overall cable length, velocity factor, give
impedance and reactance values, as well as locate
kinks, splices and breaks. For some applications,
such cs finding a break in the transmission line
on a tower or underground, the TDR-based tester
is the only option.

Another simple tester that is very valuable on
the work bench is the Electronic Series Resistance
(ESR) tester. Many failures in equipment made in
the past 10 years can be traced to the failure of
electrolytic capacitors. Typically as they age, the
electronic series resistance of a large electrolytic
capacitor will change, leading to heating and
eventual failure (sometimes catastrophic).

ESR testers used to be very expensive. The Sen-
core Z -meter, one of the first, cost several hundred
dollars, but it is still one of the best tools for evaluat-
ing capacitors. Sencore has a nice PDF on their
website showing its capabilities: www.sencore.
cam/uploads/files/LC 103gold . pdf .

However, a handy and affordable tester has
been introduced by Anatek. The Anatek Blue will
test a wide variety of capacitors and read out
the ESR on a display. An ESR vs. capacitance
graph is on the front panel for handy reference.
www.anatekcorp.com/blueesr. htm.
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation
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Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

Audio Logging

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

eft, aq

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audic files

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

k.

Au JioScience - built for
broa icast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. llth Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

1-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

Digital Cart Player

WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

MusicStore - thousands of
ready to play (tagged) songs

T-igger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control
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Broadcast Bionics
Phonebox Solo By Geoff Peacock

While rebuilding a studio for our AM talk station I decided to investigate

options to replace our aging Gentner TS6 1 2 studio phone system.
It had served us well but it was time for a change. I had recently

upgraded the office phone system to a Linux-based VoIP phone system using
the open source software package Asterisk. I was looking to use a spare Ti
port on the Asterisk system to use excess capability on our incoming PRI lines
and eliminate some POTS lines in the process. I happened upon a new product
announcement of a software -based VoIP product from Broadcast Bionics. The
Phonebox Solo product seemed almost too good to be true.

The Solo product is a smaller version of the com-
pany's Phonebox 2 product, a software -based call

Performance at a glance
Software -based

call system

Uses existing
studio PC

Displays
on -screen details

Optional integrated
call screener program

Call recording
and editing

GPI capable

Four and eight -line
systems available

handling and caller information system. Solo turns
the studio PC and sound card into a dual hybrid
with caller recording and playback, caller ID and
caller tracking. It also has the Buddy call screener
option that allows caller flagging, comments and
an integrated chat screen.

I didn't have to tie upa T1 porton our Asterisk system

because the Solo just looks like another telephone
extension to the PBX. Integrating the Solo and Buddy

system was as easy as setting up the studio exten-
sions in Asterisk, configuring Solo as an SIP -based
phone and adding a USB headset to the Buddy PC
for call screener connectivity. I had to configure the
extension the Asterisk points incoming calls to, the

user name and a password, if any, and the Asterisk
PBX IP address. These settings are accessed from the

Solo toolbar along with audio card settings, license
management and other general settings. Solo can
connect to any industry -standard SIP gateway or a
PBX that supports SIP. SIP gateways are available
for POTS, ISDN or PRI services.

In our installation, the studio PC is an HP Compaq

DC71 00 and is also used for Internet access, RCS
News Builder and has a TV/DVR card installed
for cable TV access, so the Phonebox installation
does not require a dedicated computer.

Inside the system
Our system uses an Audio Science ASI5000 audio

card for the caller audio and the PC on board sound
card for on -hold audio. We chose that card because
of its low latency. Two of the outputs are used to feed

the console, one for callers and the second for a VIP
line. Either output can be used to conference multiple

callers. The additional audio outputs are used for the
TV card, Internet audio and News Builder.

On -screen timers show how long a caller has been
on hold, ringing or on -air. Calls are answered with the

mouse or keyboard function keys. The call screener
can mark calls with preset category icons, ratings,
alerts and comments. Each caller's information is also
stored in an SQL database for tracking. Outgoing
calls are made by clicking on an open line and using
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the on screen dialer. There is currently no way to send DTMF once
the call is established to access voicemail or automated attendant
menus, but that feature is beinc added in the next version (to be
shown at the 2009 NAB Show). An optional handset connected
to the Solo PC could be used for those situations.

Our experience overall has been positive. Broadcast Bionics tech
support has been helpful and responsive. Setup took minutes, and
in the rare instance of a system crash, a built-in e-mail program
can send the captured log and error files to the company's tech
support email. Documentation is online and up to date.

I'm the engineer, so the real test is to ask the system users. Morning

show host Chris Smith likes that it works very well with our dual screen

setup. "Asa matter of

Broadcast Bionics
P 888-363-4844

W www.phonebox.com

E info©phonebox.com

' I F real

Mieeele. AMMO

fact," he said, "the

program works so
well I dor't give it a
second thought".

Call screener Trey
lane finds the caller
database function

4 X

A screenshot showing audio editing capabilities.

and chat screen useful but wishes the chat screen had the abil-
ity to change font sizes. I am told this will be available in an
upcomgin release. The only feature I would like added would
be DTMF capability while connected so our talent could access
their voicemail for editing and storage while in the studio. DTMF
is available on the big brother Phonebox product. I would also
like to see a concurrent user I cense for the buddy system rather
than a per -machine license so a call screener could easily be
moved to different PC locations.

Peacock is chief engineer for Clear Channel Radio, Mobile, AL, aro
Pensacola, FL.

Editors note Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers Each report is prepared by well-oualified staff at a radio state,. producion facility Of

Prism Sound DSA-1
handheld AES3 analyzer

How do you ensure your
digital audio broadcast signal
is at peak perfcrmance?

Unmatched digital audio
inte-conrect verification
Immediate analysis of signal and
data information
Rapid and clear checking of AES3
signal quality

Full jitte- analysis in a portable
handheld instrument

Contact us now to a -range your demo

Email: sales@prismsound.com
+1-973-983-9577
+44 (0)135S 648888

www.prismsound.com Afrjr
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DM Engineering
Audio -Pod By Mark Bohach

Engineers are always looking for problem solvers. If you're responsible
for engineering remote broadcasts, the Audio -Pod from DM Engineer-
ing is one such problem solver.

As our ability to deliver high quality remote broadcasts from just about
anywhere has developed, morning shows, sports discussion shows, political
talk shows and the like are moving out of the studio and into the field. And
while these are technically remote broadcasts, show hosts and their guests
need the same amenities they have in the studio. Engineers meanwhile are
more pressed for time and looking for ways to provide those amenities while

simplifying and speeding the remote setup. That's
where the Audio -Pod system really shines.

The Audio -Pod system includes up to four Audio -

Pod modules and a power supply capable of
powering four modules. Power hookup to each
module is via standard eight -pin PS2 style cables
and 10' cables were supplied.

The Audio -Pod system combines several tools
into a sturdy plastic case. The microphone
section includes a low -noise preamplifier with
a rear -panel variable gain control that can be
adjusted to any level from microphone to line
output. Connection to the microphone input and

Performance at a glance
Mic preamp and
headphone amp

Remote control of
all functions

Phantom powered
mic input

1/4" and 3.5 mm
headphone jacks

VCA-controlled
headphone amplifier

output is via standard XLR connectors. There
is also on -board switch -selectable phantom
power. Large LED -lighted on and off switches
are included with cough -mute logic integrated
into the microphone on button. A small red LED is
mounted on the top of the unit to indicate when
the microphone is turned on. There is also rear
panel output logic to drive external indicators.
The microphone's on/off functions can also be
remotely controlled.

The integrated headphone amplifier contains
some interesting and useful features. First, the head-
phone gain is controlled by a voltage -controlled
amplifier (VCA) and includes a rear -panel trimpot

to set the maximum allowable gain. A small
pushbutton switch is included to select between
low and high impedance headphones. Another
switch inverts the phase of the headphone feed
180 degrees. This is useful where bone conduc-
tion phase cancellation is an issue.

The neadphone output is via standard 1/4" and
3.5mm jacks located on the front panel. On my
model, the headphone feed input was connected
via a Euro style terminal on the rear panel.

Use on remote
WLOH presents a weekly one -hour talk show

from a different business location each week.
We use a POTS codec for these broadcasts
and while our audio quality is good, each loca-
tion presents its challenges. I have been using
four microphones fed directly into a mixer with
a built-in compressor. I decided to integrate the
Audio -Pod system into this setup.

I adjusted the Audio -Pod's microphone gain for
a -6dB output to feed the mixer's line inputs. For
an average voice, this gave me a 3/4 fader
position with plenty of gain available for the soft
talkers. The Audio -Pod instruction manual men-
tions that the FET switching can be overloaded if
excessive gain is used. I had no problems at all
even when I turned up the preamplifier output to
OdB. Overall the sound quality of the microphone
preamplifier is very good.

I fed the show host and producer's headphone
input with a mix of the audio return (mix minus/
IFB) from the station and the local microphone
mixer. I fed the other two headphone inputs with
the local microphone mix. The results were very
good: The show host likes being able to control
her own mic and headphone volume, and guests
aren't distracted by the IFB audio. The red LED
tally lights allow the producer to know which
microphones are on or off.
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Other applications
While I found the Audio-Poc to be a natural fit

for remote broadcast applications, engineers will
find this system useful in permanent installations
where microphones and headphones are needed
but not a complete audio console, such as a news -
announce booth or a voice -tracking station. This
would also be a very handy way to add on/off
and cough switching to existing studios.

While preparing this review, I had the op-
portunity to discuss some ideas with Dave
Mandelbaum of DM Engineering. First, I asked
about the bleed -through issue mentioned in the
manual. He responded that under normal condi-
tions this is not a problem. They only mentioned
it because there is always someone who wants
to get +20dB out of an amplifier.

I also inquired about the possiDility of producing a
version of the Audio- Pod without a microphone pre-

amplifier for users that employ external microphone
processors with a built-in preamp. I was told that the

microphone preamplifier would be optional.
Regarding the headphone nput connection, I

told Mandelbaum that I thought the Euro style
block takes away from the qu ck setup appeal of
the Audio -Pod. My units were pre -production units,

and he informed me that production urits would
have a 3.5mm input jack for the headphone input
along with the screwdriver connection.

Mandelbaum also mentioned that optional
mounting brackets would be
offered for tabletop mounting
that would hold the Audio -Pod
module at an angle. Also, the
microphone on and off switches
can optionally be located on the
top case of the module.

If you are looking for a way

DM Engineering
P 800 249 0487

W www.dmengineering.com

E info@dmengineering.com

to improve your remote broad-
cast setup and make your show hosts happy, the
Audio -Pod is a handy and cost-effective problem
solver. DM Engineering has combined many of
the studio features we take for granted and made
them available virtually anywhere.

Bohach is co-owner/general manager of The WLOH
Radio company Lancaster, OH.

Editor's note: Feld Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -gratified s'a" a
a radio station, production fecility or consuttrig company.

These reports are performed by the industry, tor the industry. Mar ii-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested. positive or negative. No report should rvi
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine
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Don't take a dhance with your timing
needs. Trust tF e name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing -re ated products for over
35 years-ESE. Our products accurately
synchror ize b-oadcast operations using
a choice of GDS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line freque icy for affordable, reliable,
perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world -class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90235 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-we b.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

wwvv.Radio(VagOnline.com

Portable recorder
Yamaha

PocketrockCX: Yamaha is now ship-
ping its new Pocketrak CX. Yamaha's
previous portable recorder offering
is the Pocketrak 2G, an ultra -slim
recorder with an omni-directional
mic. The Pocketrak CX adds an
upgraded stereo microphone system
and expanded memory capability. It
supports a variety of different record-
ing formats, an onboard speaker,
stand adapter, and Cubase Al
DAW software. The CX then adds
a larger AA re -chargeable battery
built in to allow up to 40 hours of
continuous recording and playback,
a 90 -degree X -Y microphone and
Micro SD card capability. A 2GB
card is included

714-522-9000

www.yamaha.com/proaudio
infostationyomoho.com

III) production elements
Blastwave FX
Titlewave: A com-
pilation of Blastwave
FX's six imaging ele-
ments libraries, in-

cluding 10,000 ste-
reo and 1,300 5.1
surround production
elements, Titlewave
gives professionals
everything they need
to accent, drive and
punch up their productions. Categories include:
5.1 SSFX, ascends, beats, beds, choppers,
compositions, descends, data FX, feedbacks,
glitches, hits, lasers, logos, noise, shimmers, static,
sweepers, tape rewind and tuners. Titlewave
contains 240GB of HD sound effects and comes
pre -installed on a premium hard drive.

www.blostwavefx.com
info@blastwavesfx.com

Wireless mic system
AKG
WMS 4500: .3 the WMS 4000, the WMS 4500 offers &wide range of avail-
able components for operational versatility, but has been modified for more durable
use and greater flexibility with wireless applications. The WMS 4500 is available in
two new frequency bands: Band 7 1500-530MHz) and Band 8 (570-600MHz) that
offer more options for multi -channel systems in today's crowded RF environment. The
system's components, the SR4500 receiver unit, the PT4500 emitter, and the HT4500
handheld microphone unit all offer new features and sleek new construction.

818-920-3212; www.akicom; akgusa@barniaccom

Audio level
processing system
Audessence
Pod Blaster: This entry-level digital au-
dio processor is designed for podcasters,
broadcast studios and program production
applications, but can also be used for dual -
microphone level control. It features analog
and digital inputs and outputs, GUI set-up via
USB and nine pre-set audio profiles. The Pod
Blaster produces smooth sound, ends listener
annoyance and tune -out due to sloppy levels,
allows presenters to concentrate on the content,
improves audibility and clarity of the program
and eliminates overload distor.
+44 1444 880 444; www.audessence.com

Portable Wi-fi Internet radio
C. Crane Company
Revo Pico: This portable Wi-
fi radio runs nearly eight hours
on just wo hours of charging.
The splash -resistant radio has
good audio for its size (2.1
pounds), and also features a
built-in FM radio,
stereo headphone
jack and an audio-
in/HP jack. Choose
between several equalizer settings to adjust the audio

tone to personal preference. Includes user manual,
remote control and power/charging cord.

800-522-8863; www.ccrane.com
ccraneco4aol.com
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XTREME3MNITX automation from A AKIS

If you thought that you couldn't afford new Automation,

then you should think again !

The BEST Automation

system for Radio costs

only a few dollars per

month... COMPLETE !!!

00.0

0/.50.2
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mil mill maiiiazt

only $100 per month

I On Air software

I Production software

I Scheduling software

I Newsroom software

Mus c scheduling

Voice tracking

Phoner editing

I Ball games

I Br dge hardware

1B in x out switcher

I logic for 16 sources

I 2 players for Air B Cue

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs. you can join the hundreds of others on air with

Xtreme and the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme software and hardware PLUS training,

phone support, and upgrades for a low monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation system in Radio today and yet there is no

contract with the Solutions Program. So you are not irked into a product if your station's needs charge. Download Xtreme

software and try it out. Go to the Arrakis website now for more information about Digilink-Xtreme... and order today !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730
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AM broadcast processor
BW Broadcast

4111ZILii DSPX Mini -AM: BW Broadcast has de-
veloped an AM version of its exceedingly
popular entry-level DSPX Mini processor. The

DSPX Mini -AM packs four bands of AGC, four bands of limiting and an anti-aliased clipper into 1 RU. Other
features include adjustable low-pass filtering, high -frequency equalization, asymmetrical clipping, low -frequency
transmitter tilt compensation and a tone generator

888-866-1671; www.broadcoshvarehouse.com; info@broadcostworokoose.com

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors contim_es its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

rk .J r
via

www.yellowtec.com

K YELLOWTEC
Heinrich -Hertz -Strafe 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com

Relay changeover system
Broadcast Devices
8/16Channel A/BSwikher: This prod-
uct allows for A -B switching of multiple audio,

AC/DC control or logic functions. The 8/16
has 16 sets of form C contacts that can switch
multiple stereo audio pairs, control signals or
just about any signal desired. The 8/16 can
handle studio or facility changeover providing
complete backup redundancy. The unit features
front panel control and logic and simple mo-
mentary remote control and remote position
status. There are additional remote control
outputs that can be connected to additional
units to create a larger switcher if desired. The

8/16 series switchers are housed in an all -steel
chassis and use a switching power supply for
minimal hum pickup. All connections to and
from the 8/16 series are made via standard
DB-25 connectors. Commonly available break
out cables can be used to connect between
DB-25 and XLR connectors. Cable assemblies
are also available from BDI.

914-737-5032
www.broodcast-devices.com
soles@bromicast-dovkes.com

Analog telephone hybrid
Axel Technology

(DEILB
Boors,

-la
Ciao

On

Boxtel: Box!el is a very small analog
telephone hybrid that provides auto-
matic line compensation, transformer -
balanced audio connections and
local and remote control capabilities.
Boxtel does not require ac main volt-
age; power comes directly from the
telephone line

+39 51 736555
www.axeltechnology.com
info@axehechnology.com
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Multi -screen
video extenders
Adder Technology

Adder Link X50 -MS: The Ada,1
Link X50 -MS is a link -transparent USB
and high performance video extender
that delivers industry leading video
quality at up to 1920x1200 ogether
with 44 . IkHz digital stereo audio over
a single CATx cable. It enables USB
peripherals such as keyboards, mice
and graphics tablets to be extended
up to 165' from the computer. The
Adder Link X50 -MS adds a second
video and transparent, high speed
RS232 connection, up to bauc rates of
19200. The extra functionality allows
for the extension of computers with dual
monitors commonly used in a variety
of KVM extension scenarios including
industrial applications

888-932-3337
www.addertec.com

enquiry@addertec.com

UPGRADES and UPDATES
Vorsis released software version vl 3.0
for the company's AP2000 and FM2000
processors. (www.vorsis.com)...
V -Soft has recently has acquired a
new 30 sec. terrain database to use
with FM Commander, Probe 3 and
other V -Soft programs that access
terrain. (www.v-soft.com)...Logitele
Electronic Systems has slated the sale
of the first Jetstream IP-based console
system. KFCF Radio, Fresno Free
College Foundation, a Pacifica affiliete
station based in Fresno, CA, ordered
a Jetstream Mini router and a Rem Dra
control surface. (www.logitekauchocom)

Yangaroo has integrated its Digi:al
Media Distribution System (DMDS)
with Powergold, the music scheduing
software produced by Micropower.
(www.powergold.com,
www.yangaroo.com)

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

Frorr practice spaces to professional rDcording studios. we can help
you get the materials you need to f t your application and budget. Our
procJcts include acoustical foams. fiberglass panels, diffusers. bass
and corner traps. vibration control. acoustical wall fabrics. ceiling tiles.
mooJlar enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousicsfirst.corn

MAKE
Hied I leElf

4.4.1:1_1&?MOREFROAf
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O

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B
Brinc major market sound to
your radio station with tVe dual,
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modula-ion in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B,
(110A HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances, X -1000B offers high
reliability ani built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Cell us today!

ARMSTRONG
Alli& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.rom A www.armstrongtx.co
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IZI mitpping application
Softwright

Radio Path Analysis: Soft-
wright, developers of the Terrain
Analysis Package Software (TAP)
now provide the capability to visu-
ally see the details of a radio path
analysis or RF coverage map using
Google Earth. The application can
be used to visualize virtuallyall types

of radio system paths. Softwright has

developed a way of graphically
modeling not only the portion of

the Fresnel zone that lies below the actual line -of -sight path, but also
on both sides of the exact path, where additional path losses are
created. Up to now this degradation would have been undetected.
With this newly designed RF modeling tool, the engineer con fly an
entire path and look at the areas that would cause signal deteriora-
tion down the entire path including the side lobes of the protected
Fresnel zone. Only when one knows precisely where these obstructed

locations are, can an engineer proceed with strategic solutions to
seek to eliminate locations where the signal is unreliable.
303-344-5486; www.softwright.com; sales@softwright.com

Ambisonic
soundfield mic
Core Sound
Tetramic: Based on the
principles of Ambisonic
recording, Tetramic allows
the placement of a single
tetrahedral microphone in a
sound field, recording of four
channels of audio in "A" format,
transform them using software
into "B" format (W, X, Y and
Z), and later interpret those
four channels to essentially any
single -point configuration of mi-
crophones. The four
channels of "B"
format can also
be interpreted
into almost anv
playback for -

888 -937-6832; www.core-sound.com

IUMOGICA WAS3- MX
Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a s-ereo analog signal.

Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable
TITUS

LABORATO
TECHNOLOGRIESICAL

800.806.e851 WINVV.11111SUUIS.COM

F Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions available!

1-DYIVAM/Utconsoles have peen a
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configuraticns
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard

\  Mic preamp on first two channels/

215-547-2570 DYNAMAXBANDIES
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES

MX8R List S5,200)

MX18E List 88,600

MX8L List $5,200.)
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Unisex XLR
Neutrik
Convertcon:
Convertcon is

a new three -pin
male and female
cable connector in a
single housing. It is

available with black chrome housing and gold
contacts. By sliding the housing back and forth,
Convertcon is transformed from a male to female
connector. This new male/female cable end XLR
allows for use of one connector, as it can mate with
either a male or female three -pin XLR. Convertcon
shares some of the features and benefits of Neutrik's

best-selling XLR XX series. It also features an improved

chuck type strain relief that provides higher pull-out
force c' rely eas er and faster.

732-901-9488; www.seutrik.com
info@neutrikusa.corn

CD burning software
Yangaroo
DMDS Burn: DMDS Burn brings watermarked

uuiniiiy to the desktop. Created in response
to client needs, DMDS allows clierts to use their
DMDS Agent to produce audio CDs at their
desktop that are individually watermarked with
any data the user specifies. The entire process
can be done in a few minutes, with the watermark
data embedded into a CD quality audio file. Cur-
rently, record labels either have to purchase very
expensive watermark burning hardware, or ship
the tracks out to an external service to complete
this task. Both of these alternatives are inefficient
and time consuming.

905-763-3553; www.musirrypt.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Power conditioners
Furman Sound

Classic Series: Furman's Classic Series offers all the
technologies of the Series II line, including Linear Filtering

Technology (LIFT), Series Multi -Stage Protection (SMP)
for the highest level of surge protection available, and
automatic Extreme Voltage Shutdown (EVS) to protect
connected equipment from overvoltage conditions. For
rack illumination, the units feature Smooth Track LED
rack lights and a rear -panel BNC connector to power
any standard gooseneck lamp. /he Classic Series
includes three 5 -amp models, the PL -8C, PL -PLUS C,

and PL -PLUS DMC, along with the two 20 -amp Pro
models, the PL -PRO C and PL -PRO DMC. All units in the

Classic Series feature nine outlets with two rear -panel
isolated outlet banks to lower intercomponent noise
interference, along with a Protection OK indicator on
the front panel to alert users to the operational status of
the unit. To accommodate bulky transformers, the power
management solutions feature v '," 1

707-763-1010; www.furmansound.com
info@furmansound.:om

Coupled combiner
Myat
IBOC Lo -loss: Myat's patent -pending technology combines FM and
digital signals in a way that others said couldn't be done. It uses filters
to combine digital and analog transmitters efficiently to create an IBOC
signal for transmission. This method is significantly more efficient tian other
high-level combining techniques currently in use. Applications include use
with the proposed digital sideband power increase. Up to 86 percent
efficiency for digital insertion is possible. It is available for primary and
extended mode IBOC n! .-

201-767-5380; www.myat.com; sales@myat.com

More engineers.
More innovations.
More award winning
introductions.

r,earn More
WWW. n a u tel . co m x

PIC 121111
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Condenser vocal mic
Sennheiser Electronic

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Evolution E
965: Not only
is the Evolution E

965 microphone
the company's flag-

ship product within the Evolu-
tion range, it is also its first large -dia-

phragm true condenser microphone. A wide
frequency range, extensive dynamics, and extremely

low distortion are among the mic's features. The E 965
also features a dual -diaphragm transducer, which allows
users to switch between cardioid and super-cardioid
pick-up patterns. When the ambient volume is loud
the user can select the tighter pattern. For high sound
pressure levels, users can switch on a pre -attenuation of

-10dB. A low-cut filter reduces impact noise and reduces
the low -frequency overemphasis during close miking.
Handling noise is efficiently reduced by the shock -mount
design, while an integrated pop shield and windshield
make the microphone very user-friendly.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
lit@sennheiserusa.com

Audio editing software
Digidesign
Protools 8:
Completely up-
dated with a new
user interface,
more than 70
plug -ins and vir-
tual instruments,
fully -integrated
MIDI and score editors, and an expanded array
of editing features, the new Pro Tools 8 software
provides everything users need to create, compose,
score, record, mix, produce and broadcast all in
one application. At first glance, the most notice-
able new feature in Pro Tools 8 is its redesigned
user interface, which frames an expanded set of
creative tools and a host of features. Enhance-
ments such as dockable Editor windows and a
configurable Edit window toolbar make it easier
to navigate than ever before.

800-333-2137; www.digidesign.com
prodinfo4digidesign.com
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GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Designed for Quality, Function, Beauty...and Affordability

January 2009

Our Master craftsmen,
the finest materials, and
computerized machines
ensure precise cutting
and a seamless fit for any
studio - big, small or in
between. Our commitment
to service, quality and fair
prices have made us the
number one broadcast
studio furniture manufacturer
in the world. Join us.

- Rod Graham, President

Serving Broadcasters for over 24 years

www.graham-studios.com



Find the mic
winner

November issue
Congratulations to

Bob Perry
of Big Sticks Broadcasting,

Island Pcrk, NY.
His name was drawn from
the correct entries for the

November issue. He won
Heil PR -20 mic from

Heil Sound.

=ADER

The mic icon
wcs above the
A 3nd in the
headline and
inside a zero.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary. =or complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

NEW PRODUCTS

Advanced Wattchman
monitor/alarm
Coaxial Dynamics
81094:- he Model 81094 is the first in a series
of Internet/intranet accessible Advanced Wnt-
tchman wattme-
ter/alarm systems
that will monitor
forward and re-

flected power in
two transmission
lines with only
one controller. The
front -panel display
shows power on
both systems simul-
taneously. Operat-
ing conditions may also be aisplayed
from any location on the Interne7/intranet. The
Model 81094 is designed to work with a series
of specialized line sections from 7/8" to 678"
and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for
analog or digital applications. Elements are
available from 1W to 1 00kW and from 2MHz
to 2.3C

800 -COAXIAL; www.coaxial.com
sales coaxial.am

Worried about
Translator Hijacking?

Keep cheap FM repeaters for satellite radio
and MP3 players from overpowering your
translator source with inappropriate ccntent.

With an RD10 RBDS Receiver/Decoder at
each translator you can automatically mute
the translator if your signal has been hijacked
or overcome through atmospheric skip.

viaRado
(321) 242-0001
www.yiaRadio.com
info@viaRadio.corm

viaRadic Corporation
Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions

onarC.

SMALL(ER) WONDE1t 1/M1111111."

Tie new AudioScierce AS18921 tuner adapter packs 8 radio tiners into a single
6 6" PCI card. That'r half the space (and half the power) of older analog tuner

cires. Keep tabs or up to 8 4M or FM channels simultaneously, including
RDS/RDBS info, all rom a single antenna input. Monitor or record in PCM and

MPEG-1 layer2 and MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3). Eight not enough? nistall up to 8 cards

in one system. Wincows XP/Vista and Linux drivers available. To find out more

about our small wonder, call 44-302-324-5333 or go to www.audiostience.com.

_VOW, 9/7040C417 www.audioscience.com 40f 1"
hey
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Floor -mounted connector boxes
Rapcohorizon
Floor Pocket Box/Mini Floor Boxes: The Floor Pocket Box is

designed for permanent installations requiring multiple micro-
phone, speaker and/or video connectors. Available

insert plates include a 5" plate that can accom-
modate up to eight connectors, and the 8"
plate, which holds up to 16 connectors. The
mounting flange and lid are fabricated from

sturdy 3/,6" steel with a black finish. The Mini
Floor Box is intended for installations requiring up to

only four connectors for microphone, speaker and/
or video applications. This product is additionally

perfect in consort with the larger Floor Pocket Box
to add connection accessibility to a remote area of a
larger installation. The Mini Floor Box is constructed
from 16 -gauge steel with a black finish and comes
in only a 5" depth version. Standard size electrical
conduit knockouts are provided left and right for
easy cable insertion and strain relief. The Mini
Floor Box ships with a blank insert plate that can
be user configured. Custom factory configurations

are also available.
573-651-6500; www.rapcohorizon.com; info@rapcohorizon.com

':'UTTHROUGHTHES
oUTDATED TECHNOLOGY AND

,IGH T ON BY UNPREDICTABLE EQUIPMENT 0'

industry, backed by unparalleled customer service. Our customers enjoy reduced

downtime and lower maintenance costs thanks to PTEK s superior performance

and reliability Our products employ the latest technologies and are built in the

USA at our facility in Silicon Valley

- - -
fining the Broadcast World
Superior performance and reliability Made In Me USA Unparalleled customer service

Ftnd out more at woe* pteigtoowet IDT11311i

Transmitter
power increase
Nautel
HD Power Boost: Nautel's new HD
Radio technology, HD Power Boost,
allows broadcasters to increase digital
transmitter power while improving ef-
ficiency. Unlike traditional FM trans-
mission, the IBOC signal presents the
broadcast transmitter with a widely vary-
ing signal envelope. The peak power
compared to the average power in the
signal is defined as the peak -to -average -
power ratio (PAPR). By using advanced
algorithms, peak power requirements are
reduced, allowing new Nautel transmit-
ters to transmit higher digital power levels
while at the same time achieving greater
transmitter efficiency. This effect is even
more pronounced at higher digital carrier
injection levels.

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com
info@noutelcom

(i) New Model 81030
 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

 100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeable

 Rugged
-No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com
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Anti -slip
cable pad

Middle Atlantic
Products

ASP-OWP: The ASP-OWP
Series anti -slip cable pads
are designed to improve
cable management and
performance in broadcast
applications. When cable is
dropped in from the top of
racks and enclosures where
hook -and -loop or wire -tie -type fasteners ore used, the

weight of the cable creates a significant and often prob-
lematic strain on the tie, connection and horizontal to
vertical transition points. The pads have been designec
to remove close to 40 percent of the cable weight o=f
the tie point, while reducing pull tension where cables
are fastened to meet or exceed cable manufacturers'
requirements. These pads eliminate the need to over
tighten the cable fastener to the point where it deforms
or kinks the cables, an issue that can interrupt critica'
broadcast transmis,

973-839-1011; www.middleatlantic.com
sales4middleatlanticcom

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  'Ne Export

760.744-0700  800-737.2787
Fax: 760-144-1943

www.rfparts.com

rfp@rfparts.com

/961

RF P
COMPANY

NEW PRODUCTS

Distribution panel
Balsys Technology Group
Global Distribution Portal: Balsys Technology
Groups Giobal Distribution Pcrtal panel provides conve-
nient two-way interface between any studio/central audio
system and external equipment. Active circuitry supports
both analog and digital stereo I/0 in both professional and
consumer formats, utilizing the most commonly encountered

audio connectors. Three mono summed output feeds at
mic level are provided, each with ground -lift switches and
are spaced to per-
mit use of wireless
transmitters. Also
included are six
utility feed -through
connectors. Stan-

dard conf guration
is two each USB,
Fire Wire, and RJ-45, but all are interchangeable aria Lan
easily be field configured as desired. The unit is 3RU in
height, and intended for mounting in walls or broadcast
furniture. Rackmount tors are opt
407-656-3719; www.balsys.:om; balsysflorida@cs.com

Wear bildremakm Peet.

CC (5®  1E -

let****
04010%00 111...1-

SALSYS

GALLERY

Hiigf -Power ATUs

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

LBA is your trusted sipplier for IBOC-ready AM antenna
systems. For over 40 years we have been designing and
manufacturing reliable Directional Antenna Systems,
ATL"s, Multiplexers, Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation
Isolators, and RF Components for all power levels.

'1"-a Choose an LBA system and join thousands of satisfied
I broadcasters in the US and worldwide!

LBA can design, marage, install and finance your com-
plete RF project. Call JS for a free technical consultation'

Factory Dealer For:

Diplexer/Triplexer RF Components
Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tuppe- Drive Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax: 252-752-9155

www.LBAGroup.com
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MOORETRONIX
BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX I -II -111, AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Swiss Army KnifF of
RFmofF Broadcasting!!!

XA7Z1-7,1"--

MicTrI - Mic 'Line to Telephone Interface
t) Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D. Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

$), External power input with battery backup.

7, Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

GEt info on this &
other great remote
products a: www.circuitwerkes.com

cw

1 KW

1 KW

1 KW
3 KW
7+HD
14+5 KW
20 KW
20 KW
21.5 KW
30 KW
30 KW
35 KW

1 KW

5 KW
5 KW

5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW

Top Newsrooms Have It.
Yours can too!

The NM -250 MKII with optional USB interface is
quickly becoming an industry standard. Add our RM-35 Rack

Monitor and AS -.128 Scanning / Dual mode Audio Switcher and
you'll have the TOP Newsroom workstation solution at a price

your GM will love

Contact your dealer to see how affordable
the TOP solution is!   

.6 If C C C C C, 0!
NM -250 MKII

RM-35
Stereo Rack Monitor

111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111
.

AS-428Audio

Switcher

www.aixonsystems.coi

Systems.

Jranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2007 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
2007 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2007 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 3000D-95, single phase
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1985 Harris FM2OK
1989 Continental 816R -2B
1993 Harris HT30CD
1993 Harris HT3OCD
1986 BE FM35A

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1996 Continental 3140, solid state
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MW5B
1988 Harris SX5A, single phase
1985 Continental 316F
1985 Harris MW1OB
2000 Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS
'New' 30 W synthesized exciters

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Visit our website for the latest sales

Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

Please visit our Web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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nott ltd
3801 1.2 Plata 11wy
Farmington, \' 147401

Phone 5115-32'-Sir46
Fay 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.corn
info@nottltd.com

the

Au io-Pod

Finally, a Microphone ON -OFF controller with an

integrated stereo headphone amplifier featuring user

selectable phase reversal and lo -hi output impedance

selection. Thane units are great for remotes or talk

studio applications . Various options are available

such as a quality mic pre -amp with selectable

phantom power, and top or front mounted buttons.

The AudioPod System consists of from 1 to 4

Audio -Pod Modules and a Power Supply which can

power up to 4 Audio -Pod modules.

The Audio -Pod modules can be table too mounted

using the supplied rubber feet, Hook & Loop material,

or permanently mounted using the optimal tilting

table top bracket or recessed into the work surface

using an optional flush mounting bezel There are

too many featires to mention in this small ad space,

so please visit us on the web for details and pricing

on the Audio -Pod System and many other innovative

products for the broadcaster.

wvAtdmengineering.com
2174 Chandler St.

Camarillo. CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

falifae frvi
PO Box 386 Lancaster If/ 14086
Website "www6n&retin.com"

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Email "prolint.g&n&refm.com"

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

L Donley Rice in Hawaii Using Terrain -3D " ..

.....

Professional software packages for FCC
ap Dlications and predicting coverage

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3TM
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommandern'
Pre pare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2TM

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTm

oftThe leader in broadcast
t oMMI)NICATIONSA engineering consultingWCo* Ileftwee..................sad software

WWW. v-SOft .COM 800 743-3684

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET ON-THE-FIIR, STAY ON-THE-AIRI

V 508N RF output continuous duty!
V At..to protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
 At.tomatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What',. the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND ro more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, E. 74 (PF3PX50) and
Indusary Canada approved (IC: 4318A.PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

locations, rapid deploy-
ment

the introduction of our

ry

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations,

hundreds have

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -IN -A -BOX"

mstallations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there a no quicker way to get on the air!

Custo-n designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and ci.ssettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station-ln-A-Box" from Ramsey!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC
.00 hthers StAllon Onve. Vide( NY 14564

ramsey 800 446 2295 SOS 924 4560

mmeramseybroadcast.corn
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Acoustics First -
888.765.2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsiirst.com

Ravi o
TIM RADIO on
ONUNE RESOURCES FOR RADIO PROFESSIONALS

Find everything Radio
magazine has available by
product category or by
section - online.
Developed by the editors of Radio
magazine, our one -stop categories give
you quick access to all the great infor-
mation you expect from Radio
magazine. Each one -stop offers Field
Reports, technology reviews, features,
applications and more.

Radio magazine one -

stops include sections on:
 Mics
 Codecs
 HD Radio
 Consoles & Mixers
 Automation
 Processing
 Routing

Ind morel
Exclusive sponsorships of Radio magazine
one stops are available. Contact your Radio
magazine market manager today

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
*Managing Technology
Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
*Field Reports
New Products
.11F Engineering

Radio
UP

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tcrrin6007

and complete the online form TODAY!
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Pro -file

Meet the professionals who write
for Radio magazine.

This month:
Field Report, page 28.

Geoff Peacock
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel
Mobile, AL,

& Pensacola, FL
ist

career started in
1973 as a weekend
overnight board
operator, but he soon

discovered a knack for enginee-ing.
His first engineering position was with
Bristol Broadcasting WKAZ-AM and
WQBE-FM in Charleston, W.

After a stint with a non-profit
organization bringing the Internet to
Mobile, he returned to radio in 1996 to
work for Capitol Broadcasting, which
was later acquired by Clear Channel.
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Steve Wright and producer Malcolm

Brown at Radio 1 week in Scotland.

SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

That was then

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Here area few photos from Johnny Beerling's new book, Radio
I - The Inside Scene. Beerling worked inside Radio 1 from its

beginning and was the boss from 1985 to 1993. He joined
the BBC in 1957 as a technical operator, then studio manage
before becoming a producer. Ten years later, the closing of the
pirate stations led the BBC to set up Radio 1.

In 1973 Beerling conceived and launched
the Radio 1 Roadshow, which ran for 27
years, growing from a small caravan operation on N,0,1,uy
mobile stage show housed in a series of articulated trucks, supported by a giant
outdoor TV display.

In 1985 he became controller of
the Radio 1 Network. Under his con-
trol Radio 1 was recognized as one
of the leading music broadcasting
stations in the world, with a weekly
audience of more than 25 million
listeners. In 1992 Beerling was the
first non -broadcaster to receive the

Ferguson Award for an Outstand-
ing Contribution to Music Radio
from The Radio Academy and in
1993 was elected president of the

Television and Radio Industry Club of Great Britain. More
recently he was made a Fellow of The Radio Academy.

To purchase Radio I - The Inside Scene, visit Beerling's
website at www.johnnybeerling.com.

Radio 1 DJ Christmas lunch

iC) 60'

John Peel, Producer Mike Hawkes and
Beerling in front of the Kremlin while
broadcasting a week from Russia.

Sample and Hold
Radio Industry Revenues Continue to Slide Downward
By the end of 2008 the radio industry will have experienced its second year of negative growth by tripling station

revenue losses to -7 percent, according to the estimates of BIA Advisory Services. BIA's fourth edition of the quarterly
Investing in Radio Market Report also
reports that 641 stations have been
sold in transactions valued at $698
million from January through October
2008. BIA estimates radio station rev-
enues will hit $16.7 billion in 2008,
the lowest in more than five years and
the beginning of a downward spiral
that will go as low as $15 billion next
year before possibly rebounding in the
next decade. The chart shows historic
and projected radio revenue growths
in Arbitron markets from 2002 through
2012, including BIA's expectations
for the coming four years. Read more
at www.bia.com/081202_200811
Radio4thEdition.asp.

Source: BIA's Media Access Pro,
BIA Advisory Services
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While the two usual suspects slugged it out in the loudness war,
we suiet1 develosed the ultimate weason for the REAL ch. II -no  :

WINNING Int WINGS WA
Basic loudness is simply not the draw it was in the last century.
Today, with so many options for audio delivery, getting and
keeping listeners means you need to SOUND GREAT across
all media. That's why we developed VORSIS - to deliver clean
compelling audio that cuts through the muck without fatiguing
those all-important ears.

With Vorsis, we rethought the whole process - developing
new tools to let your station deliver the best possible sound to
each and every one of those 20th century radios, not to men-
tion the great new standard and hi-def radios being produced
in THIS century.

With Vorsis, you're never stuck with your processor's signature
sound. You have a full toolset to create your own magnificent
sonic signature - one your listeners can key into just by scan-
ning the dial. For the first time, you have the capabilities of
bringing true fidelity to FM, AM, and HD/DAB radio.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set
up a demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis - more listeners
listening more.

WHEAT S TONE Radio has evo'ved. Your sound should too.TM

phone 1.252.638-70001www.vorsis.com I sales@wheatstone.com


